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“In pursuing the mental side of endurance, Jurek uncovers the most
crucial secrets any runner can find out.Amby Burfoot, writer of The
Runner’—”s Guideline to the Meaning of LifeFor nearly 2 decades, Scott
Jurek has been a dominant pressure—and darling—in the grueling and
growing sport of ultrarunning. Until lately he held the American 24-hour
record and he was among the elite runners profiled in the runaway
bestseller Born to Run.In Eat and Run, Jurek opens up about his life and
career as a champion athlete with a plant-based diet plan and inspires
runners at every level.—s story and suggestions should easily manage to
speak to and cheer on anyone seeking to live life as fully while
possible. Full of stories of competition and also science and practical
advice—”—A shockingly honest, revealing, and inspiring memoir.Jurek’s
story shows the power of an iron can and blows apart the stereotypes of
what sportsmen should eat to fuel optimal performance.Denver Post“Eat
and Work will motivate readers and expand their meals horizons.”
“including his own recipes— From his Midwestern childhood hunting,
fishing, and food preparation for his meat-and-potatoes family members
to his slow changeover to ultrarunning and veganism, Scott’Trail Runner
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I love the recipes I am 50 years old and will run my first fifty percent
marathon ever in 2 days thanks to this book. exceptional storytelling
and useful information I've begun changing my diet plan as a result of
this book. I love the recipes. In a global where we try to find comfort
in every second it is refreshing to read about somebody uninterested in
instant gratification. They are recognized for their long-length running
ability. We don't cook or bake any longer. The title suggested that it
is a book about an ultra-marathon runner Scott Jurek  The ending was
just a little abrupt but again his existence isn't over yet so the next
chapters remain being written. For anyone who loves distance running or
is taking into consideration running this is a great reserve to read. My
girl can't get more than enough of the cabbage salad I started making in
one of the dishes. His toughness and dedication are values I crave to
see in individuals. I'm choosing better carbs, eliminating processed
foods and baked items, adding more fish and cutting back on heavy meat
dishes. Run until you can't run anymore 'Eat and Work' is my accidental
discovery. This book spoke to my soul! I known as him special due to his
choice of diet plan. I am a separate vegan and I began running again
after a 3 12 months hiatus.. I was captivated from page one by this kind
and humble soul would you not disappoint the reader with any "woe is
definitely me" tales or show boating. Reading this book I found extreme
comfort, great meals ideas, motivation, inspiration, and peace.
Christopher McDougall wrote about it in his book 'Born to Run'. He won
that race seven years in a row. Jurek does a good job of balancing
competition anecdotes with stories from his childhood and personal
existence. The running suggestions was excellent too. The same week I
examine this book I also read "Running Man" by Charlie Engle and
"Acquiring Ultra" by Rich Roll (both which I also cherished) and would
state Jurek's book ranks best up there with them as you of my favorite
books. The publication is informational, amazing and inspiring. Besides
becoming amazed by the tales of Jurek's many races, I connected with and
was motivated by how he overcame hardship to attain his goals. He also
details changes to his diet plan and schooling as he started his
profession in endurance running. Highly recommend reading this book,
whether or not or not you are a runner. Eat, Run, & I would also read a
reserve with running advice as well as a cookbook/eating plan compiled
by Scott! I love, love, Like this book! Not merely is SJ an amazing
athlete, but an excellent storyteller as well. For a long time I've had
friends and family scoff at my lifestyle. I'm so looking forward to
using the rest. I was captivated by his forward charging existence
adventures and his trip in to the life-style of vegetarian and
"endurance junkie." He includes dishes that every have their own place
in his personal history and are easy to follow. Coupled with his vegan
life-style even so get this to book therefore compelling being a vegan
myself. I wish he would write more books. The title makes it my obvious
choice.especially those runners just getting started. I loved the



guidance sprinkled throughout some of which has helped me improve my
running significantly. There’s also the countless vegan dishes if you
would like that. I have no intend to convert to vegan, but I really do
see how a wholesome diet will help my energy and recovery. Recipes are
also very good. Well written and thoughtful. Many audio so good I might
even try some. Lifestyle changing literature! I enjoyed hearing about
Scott's journey to a vegan diet plan. I don't care that very much about
my functionality, I just want to reach the particular level where I
transcend working, where it really is no much longer a workout, it's a
ritual. This book has quite a bit of value in that respect. He learned
by trial and error.In 1999, he surprised everyone by winning the Western
Says Endurance Run, a 100-mile jaunt over the Gold Rush trails of
America's Sierra Nevada. I wanted to hear about the journey of the
special ultra-marathoner. This reserve did not fall short with great
stories, and far to my shock great quality recipes. I hate to say that I
just took up working in my in my past due 40's and I wish I came across
the joy of running earlier. NOW I AM my 50's I am happy to find this
book where Scott Jurek even talks about the reason he runs. I could
totally relate with the author. All in all, a fantastic book. I'm a 15
year vegetarian and anyone who has lately returned to running (very
slowly but getting faster! captivating and Inspiring! His dedication and
competitive spirit is definitely off the chart. I've only made one of
the recipes - the burgers - and they were delicious. He recognized at a
young age existence was hard but was under no circumstances deterred.
The story flows very well, making it easy for connecting with. The
chapters had been organized by you start with information on the prep
for a race and the race itself. After that followed roughly one web page
of working advice. Finally each chapter wrapped up with a recipe.I hear
calling. I’m now super motivated to explore better cooking food and
enjoy longer works. read this book! Exceptional book - part memoir, part
motivational guide for working, part cookbook I actually blew through
this publication in 4 times and REALLY enjoyed it. Love it The jurker is
entertaining and inspiring Five Stars found the article writer to be an
interesting expert Greatness Great go through for runners or anyone who
has questioned the journey that’s taken by many. Wonderful book, I
highly recommend. Insane Courage I had zero idea people could press
themselves so hard in such challenging environments. As I compose this,
Scott gets close to completing an archive run speed-sensible along the
AT and I hope he writes a book about that experience. The best book! I
am fascinated with runners.  Best publication ever written! Excelling!
Compelling and inspiring!) after 7 years when I had two kids, which book
was ideal for me. Scott opened the home windows for ultra operating for
me personally to peek inside this sports which today beckons me. The
combination of my plant structured diet and running offers helped me
heal from an panic, and my unhappiness from my young daughter's autism
diagnosis.. I will never run an ultra marathon but I loved learning what



makes a top ultra marathoner tick. I have already been carrying this
publication with me everywhere I move, just hoping for down time at
work, in waiting areas, etc. Superb! I would suggest this publication to
anyone... A running gem I recommend this book to any runner, especially
to those people who have caught the jogging bug and want to learn
approximately one of the greatest runners ever. Thank you Scott Jurek! I
ran across this audiobook when I was browsing books to listen during my
treadmill work in the fitness center. In the meantime, I shall have to
be quite happy with creeping his blog. We "Jurek" our meals.! I
appreciate their patience, stamina, will-power and strength. I purchased
this book to help motivate and provide knowledge as I pursue my first
marathon.! He is a vegan. He did lots of experiments with his food and
training strategies. Recommended.  The publication narrates about the
journey of Scott from being a kid who was diagnosed with high BP to an
ultra-marathoner who ran every day and night.! Inspiring read!
Inspirational, An Addicting Read I first read this reserve after
checking it out at the library but finished up buying it here since it
was such a good read. He went completely to Mexico to run with
Tarahumara Indians. My sister and I email each other talking about
snippets of insight from the book and the dishes we are producing.  I
know I'm on the right course and this publication conforms to every
dream and thought that I've experienced on how I want to live! Scott
honestly talks what proved helpful for him and what didn't. He is not
afraid to accept his failures.
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